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Supplies
•  One empty Savannah Smiles Girl Scout cookie box 
per girl OR if boxes are not yet available, one set of 
bookmarks (one front and one back) using the art 
provided  below printed on card stock.
•  One silk daisy on a stem for each bookmark (thin 
straight wire stems work best) OR one 6” piece of 
gross grain ribbon (the color green looks nice!)
•  Scissors
•  Glue
•  Stapler (optional)

Girl Scouts will have fun learning about the Savannah Smiles Girl Scout cookie, and then showing their 
appreciation when they make and share these Cookie Box Creations with their loyal customers.  
Suggest girls make extras to offer as gifts to customers who buy multiple packages.  Be sure to have 
them also make one for themselves as a Girl Scout cookie season memento.

Preparation
If you are using the bookmark templates instead of 
actual boxes, print and cut apart the bookmarks so 
that you have one front and one back per girl.

Step 1
1.  Begin by introducing the girls to the new Savannah Smiles Lemon Cookies.  
 *   Show them a picture of the cookie box and allow them 
      to taste a cookie if they are available.  Share with them 
      that Savannah Smiles are “crispy, bite-sized, lemon-wedge
      cookies, dusted in powdered sugar and bursting with 
      zesty lemon flavor!”
 *   Share with girls that the name of the cookie is a celebration of the Girl Scout’s 100th anniversary
       by remem bering the city where the Girl Scouts was started (Savannah, Georgia).  
 *   The word “Smiles” makes us think of the Brownie Smile song, which is a fun Girl Scout memory 
       for many girls.  (Stop and sing the Brownie Smile song just for fun!).  
 *  The founder of Girl Scouts, Juliette Gordon Low, went by the nick name “Daisy” 
      (hold up one of the daisies that you will use in today’s craft). 
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2.  If you are using empty cookie boxes for this craft, 
then give each girl a cookie box and a pair of scis-
sors and ask her to cut out the left side panel of the 
box.  (It should measure about 6 ⁷/₈”H  x  2 1/₈” W). 
We will call this “Side 1”.

3.   Then cut out a piece the same size as the side 
panel (6 ⁷/₈”H  x  2 1/₈” W), from the right side of the 
back panel of the box.  See picture for example.  We 
will call this “Side 2”

Step 2

4.   Using a hole punch, make a hole in the top right 
corner of “Side 1”.  (Do not make a hole in “Side 2”) 

5.   Thread the stem of the daisy through the hole, 
per the picture.

6.  Place glue on the back of “Side 1”, and then secure 
the back of “Side 1” to the back of “Side 2”.

7.  Allow glue to dry.  If girls will be taking their book-
mark  before the glue will have a chance to set, a 
couple staples can be inserted to secure the two 
sides together while the glue dries.

Step 3  - daisy bookmark

2.  Left side panel

3.  Right side 
of back panel

4.  Punch 
hole here

5. Thread daisy 
through hole in “Side 1”

6. Glue together 
the 2 sides

Step 3  - ribbon bookmark
4.  Place glue on the back of “Side 1”, and then secure the 
back of “Side 1” to the back of “Side 2”.

5.   Using a hole punch, make a hole in the top center (so 
that the hole goes through  both  “Side 1” and “Side 2”).

6.   Fold the 6” piece of ribbon in two and thread the loop 
of the ribbon through the hole.  Then thread the two loose 
ends of the ribbon through the ribbon loop, to secure it to 
the bookmark.

7.  Allow glue to dry.  If girls will be taking their bookmark  
before the glue will have a chance to set, a couple staples 
can be inserted to secure the two sides together while the 
glue dries.

6.  Ribbon 
Bookmark






